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&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Atarashii asa wo mukaetara
ookiku te wo hiroge shinkokyuu

Kinou no kanashii namida wo
taiyou wa wasuresasete kureru

Kondo aeru hi made
kitto iroiro aru ne
Demo ne  sore wa  sore de hitsuyou na koto desu

Ippai naitari mo shite
Yatto egao no imi ga
Wakaru you ni nareba
kowai mono nashi da
Sou  koko kara arata na SUTAATO da!!

Sannenmae to ima  kuraberu yori
Juunen saki no koto  IMEEJI shitai

Nantonaku sae nai mainichi mo
Ashita ni  tsunagatte iru kara

Kondo aeru hi made
yakusoku wa nai kedo
Demo ne  sore wa  sore de  shou ga nai koto na n desu

Ippai butsukariatte
han'ninmae no boku ga
Kimi ni yuiitsu dekiru koto wa tada hitotsu
Kono ai no uta todokeru koto dake

Itsumo donna toki mo  kimi no egao o misete
Datte sore ga boku no takaramono na n desu



Kondo aeru hi made
yakusoku wa nai kedo
Demo ne  sore wa  sore de  taisetsu na koto desu

Ippai naitari mo shite
Yatto egao no imi ga
Wakaru you ni nareba
kowai mono nashi da
Saa  koko kara arata na SUTAATO da!!
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==English Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
When new morning is entered, it expands the hand largely and is deep breath

The tear whose yesterday is sad you make the sun forget

Don't you think? certainly there is a variety to the day when this time it can meet don't you think? with that is necessary thing with that

All the way it cries and doing if it reaches the point where meaning of the smiling face is recognized at last there are no fearful ones it is new start from here where it probably starts!!

Rather than 3 years ago and now comparing, thing ahead 10 years we would like to represent

How, even without because also every day when it is not connected future

To the day when this time it can meet as for promise it is not however with, don't you think? as for that it probably is, but it is not to be

Colliding all the way, incompetent me the only in you as for being possible song of simply one this love just being able to reach

Always your smiling face even showing the time of what kind of, that is my treasure

To the day when this time it can meet as for promise it is not however with, don't you think? as for that it is important thing with that

All the way, even when crying and doing if it reaches the point where meaning of the smiling face is recognized at last there are no fearful ones is, it is new start from here!!
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